particularly baseball.
1 Similarly, Cyril Powles asserts that in comparison with the 'more spectacular lives' of his contemporaries, Uchimura Kanzō, Katayama Sen, Kōtoku Shūsui, and the younger Kawakami Hajime, Abe was a deliberate 'non-hero' .
2 By way of explaining his 1 John Crump maintains that although Abe contributed the occasional article to the daily Heimin shimbun (Commoner's Newspaper) and subsequently to the Shakai shimbun (Social Newspaper), he concentrated his energies mainly on sports. Crump, Th e origin of the socialist thought in Japan, New York: Croom Helm, 1983, p. 299. Nakamura Katsunori, 'Gikaishugi shakaishugisha no sekinin-Meijiki no Abe Isoo' (Abe Isoo as a parliamentary socialist), Meiji shakaishugi kenkyū, Tokyo: Meizensha, 1966, p. 115. 
